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An accident that sparked innovation
A mission to fight counterfeit products across all 
industries
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Key Components of Internet of Packaging

Revenue
Protection

Efficiently stop counter-
feit products and illicit 
trade by making every 
product unique and 
verification of 
authenticity easy

Consumer Insights 

Enhance consumer trust
and engage end users 
directly with purchase-
based programs.
Create a two-way, real-
time dialogue and reward
customers personally

Distribution 
Visibility

Follow your products 
from creation to 
consumption. Get 
deeper insights into the 
flow through the entire 
product life cycle



IoT vs IoP (Internet of Packaging)

§ Potential for > 3 trillion annually50 billion connected devices

§ Packaging is IoP device
Existing electronic or designated IoT

devices

§ Machine readable passive connections to 
collect/exchange data at relevant events

Continuous collection/exchange of 
data via antenna or wired active 

connections 

§ Unique ID per passive connectionUnique ID per active connection

§ Added cost to packaging insignificant - collection/ data 
exchange through product lifecycle

Device cost significant, 
but lifetime long



Capturing data in every step

In Production: 
Data from the manufacturing systems is recorded for each product:
when and where it was produced, expiry date, batch number, 
production line, intended market and factory

In Distribution:
With scanners, smartphones and sensor networks, data is recorded in the 
Kezzler cloud in every step on the way to the consumer:
distribution centers, warehouses, transportation, retailers

In hands of Consumers:
Consumers scan the products to verify authenticity or for consumer 
engagement. With each interaction additional information is recorded: 
identity, time, location, or other data entered by the consumer





Our view of Internet of Packaging

We support the entire product lifecycle from raw material sourcing, through production, 
shipping and all the way to the end consumer thus greatly enhancing supply chain 

visibility and insight 



Kezzler IoP platform explained


